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SUMMARY

Measurements made at a Mach number of 0.18 and a chord-based Reynolds

6number of 4.2 x 10 on a constant-chord model having a NACA 4412 aerofoil section

are described and compared with the results of flow field calculations.

Both the experimental arrangement and the difficulties initially experienced

in achieving an adequate approximation to two-dimensional flow above the wing are

briefly outlined.

The measurements include static pressure distributions on the wing surface

and on the wind tunnel walls above and below the mid-span section of the wing.

The main emphasis in the experiment was, however, on defining the development of

the upper surface bnundary layer through separation (at about 20% chord ahead if

the trailing-edge) and on into the wake, making extensive use of laser anemometry.

The flow field calculations are of the semi-inverse kind in which an inverse

momentum-integral treatment of the shear flow, used to avoid difficulties at

separation, is coupled to a direct solution of the inviscid flow problem. The

main .,atures of the method are outlined.
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problems. The first four of the following

Sections are devoted to an experiment designed to

provide such information for the particular case
of an MACA 4412 aerofoil tested at an incidence
close to that for meaximum lift. This provides an

example of the type of stall which develops with

increasing incidence by the progressive enlarge-

ment of a region of separated flow on the rear
part of the upper surface of the aerofoil. An

additional reason for choosing the MACA 4412 sec-
tion for the experiment was to create an oppor-
tunity for comparig results with other work such

as that of Wadcock 
. 

Some comparisons, not
repeated here, with Wadcock'e work for both theory

and experiment are included in Refs 2 and 4.
Ref 4 also gives additional details of the RAE
experiment.

In the second part of the paper a theoretical
method for computing flows containing regions of
separation is described and its predictions are
compared with the experimental results.

2 Experimental Details

The experiment was performed in the 13ft x 9ft
(4 m x 2.74 m) Low Speed Wind Tunnel of the Royal

Aircraft Establishment at Bedford. This facility

is a conventional, closed-circuit, wind tunnel
with excellent flow quality, operating at

I Introduction atmospheric pressure. The tunnel is large enough

to accommodate models of sufficient size to permit

It is now well established that flows past mny detailed study of their flow fields.

types of bodies on which there are attached boun7
dary layers can be computed in a variety of ways In this case the model has a constant chord of

and intensive efforts are now being made to extend 1 m, a MACA 4412 aerofoil section and spans the
computational capability to cover flows containing full width (4 a) of the tunnel. It is mounted

regions of flow separation. Such extensions will with its quarter-chord point, about which it

clearly have considerable practical impact on pivots in the pitch plane, on the tunnel centre
aerodynamic design. One example, with which the line. It is extensively instrumented with static

present work is concerned, occurs in aerofoil pro- pressure orifices. Boundary layer and wake

file development where the ability to predict the measurements were made at mid-span where the win
stalling behaviour of given asrofoils will be most chordwise set of 88 pressure orifices is located.

valuable.

When first tested at an incidence of approximately
A technique which has proved successful in the 14, the model was found to have strongly three-

estimation of the effects of viscosity in the dimensional flow over the rear part of its upper

attached flow around aerofolls is to swtch a surface; elsewhere the flow was very well-behaved.

calculation of the outer inviscid flow with a Surface oil-flow studies revealed that the three-
calculation of the boundary layer development on diensional flow near the surface of the wing was

the surface of the erofoil. In a recent paper composed of the kind of cellular entities which
William

2 
has drawn attention to certain obstacles are now recognised to be fairly common

5 
in

, to the extension of this technique to separated separated flows. A short leading-edge separation
flows and illustrated ways in which they my be bobble was also detected, separation and reattach-

overcom in calculations for incompressible ment being roughly at 1 and 1.72 chord respec-

inviscid outer flow. Although most of the impedi- tively. As the overriding consideration in this

meats are related to the nature of the calculation experiment was to obtain laser anometer measure-

procedure and have to be tackled by adopting mnts in two-dimensional, separated, mean flow it

suitable strategies in formulating computational was imperative to take measures to control the
Smethods, the adequate modelling of both the flow without impeding optical access to the mid-

separated parts of boundary layers on aerofolls span part of the model.

and of their wakes also presents difficulties.

5 Further oil-flow studies indicated that the
C Information obtained from experiment is a pre- natural flow on the model was very close to being

requisite to the solution of these viscous flow two-dimensional up to an incidence of l1' where

4 _________________.-~-- -,.~~
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separation was at about 90Z chord. It was found measuring region yielding each data point has an

that the region of acceptable flow quality could effective diameter of 2 an (less than 1/30 of the

be extended to 13" by adding judiciously-placed, thickness of the separated boundary layer) in the

streawlise fences running around the leading edge plane of the man flow and extends about 20 aw

of the wing and continuing along the front half of spanwise. Here again the size of the measuring
its upper surface. The moat important fences were region is related to its distance from the

a pair symmetrically placed on either side of mid- anemometer.

span and 1.7 chords apart. Because cellular stall
patterns appeared in the spaces between these fen- The boundary layer and wake were always traversed

ces and the sides of the tunnel, an additional along lines normal to the wing surface and to the

fence was placed In each of these spaces to split (extended) wing chord line, respectively. The air
and weaken these outboard cells. The additional stream was seeded with atomised oil droplets

fences were 1.5 chords from mid-span. introduced at the downstream end of the working
section of the tunnel.

It was also considered possible that there might

be irregularities in the leading-edge bubble To compensate as far as possible for the lack of
separation and reattachment process that could be Reynolds stress data from the laser anemometer,
partly responsible for the development of three- some additional traverses with hot-wire probes
dimensionality in the flow further downstream. To were made. These probes were mounted o, a long
counter this possibility an unusually wide, arm projecting forward from a precision traverse

boundary layer tripping band was fitted to the gear
6 

originally built some years earlier for
upper surface. This consisted of densely packed, other work on wakes. The same equipment was used
0.28 an diameter (0.011 in) ballotini attached by tc obtain velocity profiles from pitot tube sur-

a thin layer of adhesive. The bend extended 30 m veys at 202 and 40% chord on the upper surface and

along the aerofoil cntour from the leading-edge; at 99.72 chord on the lower surface.
is to 1.4% chord along the chord line. Transition

was fixed on the lower surface by a similar, but 3 Wind Tunnel Boundary Conditions

much narrower, bend extending from 102 to 112 of and Interference

the chord.
Table I lists static pressures measured on the

A geometric incidence of 12.15' was finally longitudinal centre-lines of the roof and floor of

selected for the min series of tests so that the the working section. These pressures have been

flow would be steadier than at 13% where con- used in conjunction with the method of Ashill and

tinuous visual observation of developing oil-flow Weeks
7 

to find the tunnel-wall-induced velocity
patterns had indicated that the flow over the rear perturbations midway between the tunnel roof and

part of the wing contained complicated transient floor for plane flow. As wall as an average

phenomena. The undisturbed free stream speed for blockage-induced, velocity increment of 0.0073U
the tests was 61 m/s, stream temperatures (which (for an undisturbed flow speed of U ) there exist
are not controllable) were 22 ±10* C, while the both a mean induced inclination of the stream of

Mach and Reynolds numbers wre 0.18 and 4.2 x about 0.34" and a curvature equivalent to a camber
106 respectively. Apart from the main tests, of -0.28%. Fig I shows the induced upwash (wi/U.)
there were subsidiary tests at lower incidences to and streamline ordinates (zi/c).

define the aerofoil's lift curve.

The boundary layers on the roof and floor of the

The min instrument used for studying the boundary empty working section 3.29 m ahead of the position
layers and wakes was a two-component, photon- of the model's leading edge have the following

correlation, laser Doppler anemometer (LDA). This characteristics: displacement thickness (S*) -
was operated in back-scatter and was mounted on a 7.6 sme, Reynolds number for momentum thickness

traverse mechanism situated just outside the tun- 0 - 24400, shape parameter R (H - 8*/e) - 1.30.

nel and to starboard of the model. Frequency-
shifting by Bragg cells was incorporated to 4 Measured Wing Static

resolve directional ambiguities in measured velo- Pressure Distribution
cities. The two output signals for each measure-
ment ware fed first to separate autocorrelators The pressure distribution around the aerofoil pro-

and thence to a digital computer for storage and file at aid-span is shown in Fig 18 where it is
processing. The end-products ware probability compared with the results of calculations to be
distributions for the mgnitudes of the two, described in Sections 6 and 7. The measurements
always orthogonal, velocity components that ware do not define the pressure distribution just

being measured. behind the leading edge well enough to yield

extremely accurate force coefficients at high
The anemometer is designed so that the orientation incidence*. It is believed that the lift coef-

of the pairs of velocity components can be varied. ficient Is CL - 1.460.01 at the incidence of
Components inclined both at 0, 90* and ±450 to 12.15* for the main series of tests.

the line of traverse were always measured. In
principle this should enable the shear and normal At this incidence, pressures were very accurately

components of Reynolds stress in the plane of the repeatable over the whole of the lower surface of
mean, two-dimensional flow to be evaluated; in the wing, where the pressure gradients ware all
practice difficulties were encountered which are favourable, and also if x/c was less then 0.45 on

attributable ultimately to the remoteness of the the upper surface (x being measured along the
ansesmter from the measuring plane coupled with chord line of length c). Further downstream on

various practical constraints on the geometry of the upper surface differences between repeated
the optical system. Consequently only mean velo- measurements began to appear. These differences
city data from the LDA are presented here. The my be attributed to soe unsteadiness in the

.-Jt
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flow, for which there was visual evidence as noted flow, however, smoothed values of H1 appear to

in Section 2. Just ahead of separation the remain constant at H - 4 when H exceeds 5. In

scatter indicated by four repeated measurements is order to reproduce te rising trend in Fig 14,

0.025 in C .. At the same station, x/c - 0.75, the values of 8 that gradually exceeded the

static prebsure data from a spanwise row of experimentally-derived ones would have to be cho-

measuring orifices fell within a band whose width sen; for example the required increment would be
is 0.06 in C, for stations within ±0.6 c of mid- 10% at R - 7.5. With regard to this observation,

span. This igure includes both scatter and small it is worth noting two points. Firstly the curve
systematic spanwise variations. Although the passes through R - 4 at H - 4 which is consistent

chordwise pressure distribution is not tabulated with a cosinusoilal wake-like profile if 8 is

In detail, values of Ca at boundary layer traverse defined to be where U - U . This version of 8
e

stations are includedCin Table 2. exceeds 6 for U - 0.995U aby almost 5% for that

profile. Secondly we have noticed a consistent
5 Boundary Layer and Wake Measurements tendency for U, if it is very close to U , to

approach Ue rather more quickly when, as here, it

Fig 2 gives a general impression of the scope of is measured by a laser anemometer than when it is

the boundary layer and wake velocity profile measured by an (intrusive) hot-wire probe and so

measurements. Leading characteristics of the pro- the laser-derived boundary layer thicknesses my be

files are listed in Tables 2 and 3 for the boun- slightly less than those that other instruments

dary layers and wake in turn. As my be seen from would yield.
Fig 2, boundary layer separation was found to be

at approximately x/c - 0.8 on the upper surface. Skin friction coefficients for the attached-flow

Fig 3 shows four mean velocity profiles obtained boundary layers have been estimated by the Clauser

by laser anemometry in the separated boundary chart method (for a Karman constant of 0.41 and an

layer on two different occasions and with two additive constant of 5.2 in the logarithmic part
laser beam orientations. The later measurements of the velocity profile), though only within

are rather more consistent because the anemometer rather broad limits for flows near separation

has been progressively improved during the course where the logarithmic parts of the profiles are

of the experiment. Normalised profiles for very small. If we denote the skin friction coef-
0.66 4 /c 4 0.997 are shown in Fig 4. The velo- ficient and the value predicted by the well-known

city component parallel to the wing surface (U) is Ludvieg and Tillmann formula by cf and cfL

given ts a fraction of Ue  its value at the edge respectively, the results are well represented

of the boundary layer; distance (n) normal to the by the interpolation formula ' - 0.985 CfL -

wing surface is given as a fraction of S. its 3 x 10-
5
. This relationship is consistent with a

ialue when U - 0.995 U ; In the interests of value of 4 for H at separation in this experiment.

clarity smoothed profiles and not individual data The estimates of cf are included in Table 2.

points are shown. The shapes of the profiles

change in an orderly way as separation is Reynolds stresses in the outer parts of the boun-

approached and passed. It is worth noting that dary layers were measured with a hot-wire anemo-

there are measurable velocity gradients normal to meter. Comparison of mean velocity profiles
the wing surface in the inviscid flow outside the obtained by the wire and laser anemometers showed

boundary layer. that there were probe interference effects on the
former and so the Reynolds stresses are presented

The presence of these velocity gradients Is an in Figs 5 and 6 only for the parts of the boundary

indication that the boundary layers are too thick layers where the two types of anemometer yielded

for classical first-order boundary layer theory to mean velocity profiles of very similar shapes.

apply and highlights the importance of taking

account of higher order effects in the calcula- The dimensionles normal stresses "/2 2/2

tions which are described in Sections 6 and 7. ur o x/c e

There is the further implication that generalized progressively Increase In Importance fro /
0.59 to the trailing-edge of the wing. In

definitions of boundiry layer displacement and contrast the peaks of the dimensionless shear

momentum thicknesses should be used in the pre- stresses initially increase but soon reach a maxi-
entation of experimental data. It should beat least x/c - 0.66

noted that this has not yet been done for the data to x/c - 0.85, beyre failing slightly near the
of this experiment; is the quantities p and U of trailing ede. Peak shear stress coefficients,

the equivalent inviscid flow (ZIF) of SIctionei6.1
and 6.2 have been taken to be respectively a

constant (for this low Mach number flow) and 0 in (cT nmx - (-2uw/U
2
)mx, are included in Table 2.

anlysing the date. aTW

Since the normal stresses are clearly of

It my be seen from Fig 3 that the mean velocity increasing importance to the overall momentum
profiles ere subject to som uncertainty, per- balance of the boundary layer near and beyond

ticularly near the wing surface; this effects the separation, an attempt, recorded in the final
derived values included in the Tables. Momentum column of Table 2, has been made to estimate their

thickness is the quantity moes seriously affected, contribution to the momentum integral equation.

tzxamination of the data suggests that 5. 55, 8 and The estimate relies on the assumptions that the
8 are subject to the following mximum uncertain-T 2

ties: ±5Z, ±32, ±8Z and t8% respectively, shapes of the distributions o ru - w /U are

T s hc mainly functions of (H-Ho)/H and my be scaled by

Te ms flow shpe prater fil - (-O)/1 can '- 2/ 2
also be determined. Values of H from this using the maximum values of ru - w / H is
experiment are in satisfactory atre=ment with the the value of R in a datum equilibrium flow with

curve of Fig 14 for attached flow; for separated zero pressure gradient at the relevant local value

of RV The tabulated quantity I/0 is defined by

... ......
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because the velocity gradients are very steep and

1 U
2  

V
2  

so a very slight change in the position of the1/8 o dn •strealne has a disproportionately lrge effect

Ue  on the estimated velocity. Further downstream the
Its algebric significance in that one may regard velocity on the dividing streamline increases as
it as reducing i to 9(1 - 1/a) In the conventionl mixing begins to equalise the velocities within

momentum integral equation. This may be written the wake.

with normal stresses (but no other higher-order Since the upper and lower parts of the wake are
terms) Included, asSicthupeanloepasofhewkar

derived respectively from a very thick separated
d rU

2
(9_9-) + S --1 2 = -cf_2 boundary layer and a very thin attached boundary

WE a-E " c layer they are initially very different and both

here I is the normal stress integral defined change markedly just behind the wing. Reversed

above, Integrating from an initial station Ito mean flow persists in the upper part of the wake
Se ratio x until x/c reaches 1.09. As Fig 11 shows, the

x, and dividing by the value of Ie at x I we displacement thickness (0) of the upper wake
obtain falls and that (55) of thV lower wake rises in

d d d this region. TheI corresponding moentum

UU thicknesse a and 9do not change as smoothly.
(u,) 2 L2 x a d.dx The formr hag a maxim near xfc - 1.2. This is

a tentatively associated with the closure of the
if I is negligible at x1. bubble of reverse flow. This interpretation is

consistent with results obtained by Green in an
A momentum balance for the upper surface boundary attempt to modal a flow that is qualitatively
layer is given in Fig 7. A datum at x/c - 0.2 has similar in some respects - namely reattachment

been chosen. The positive contribution is behind a rearward-facing step. He found that B

U
2

e/(U
2

)1,- shown by solid lines. The effect of peaked in his calculations at a point of maximum
e el a static pressure just beyond reattachment. The

modifying B to take account of normal 9tresses as peak found in this experiment is likewise beyond
just previously outlined Is indicated by broken bubble closure and roughly where the near-wake
lines. The balancing contributions (below the x/c pressure recovery ends (Figs 2 and 10).
axis) comprise

U2 d 1i ~The displacemnt surfaces above the rear part of
( 1  . A dx. the wing and in the wake are included in Fig 2.

2 '0.2c cf d JdDespite the rapid variations in displacement
The flow is seen to be nearly in balance in thicknees near the trailing edge, the upper
Therflw indso se old bpreea n algoae i displacement surface is smooth and only slightly
general and so should represent a good approxum- curved. The net effect of the displacement sur-

tion to two-dimensional mean flow; however the

scatter of the values of e and P* makes it dif- faces on the outer inviscid flow is equivalent to
a reduction in camber and in increase in thicknessficult to draw firm conclusions. Beyond separ- near the trailing edge. The wake is noticeably

tion (x/c - 0.8) the contribution of the estimated ne d the ing cd line iti eange

normal stresses is significant and it would

clearly be worthwhile to incorporate estimates of of the measurements. Table 3 includes the esti-

other higher order effects, mated position of the dividing streamline in the

wake.

The development of the upper surface boundary 6 Gone iption of the Prediction
layer is illustrated in quantitative term in 6o

Figs 16, 20 and 21. The displacement thickness Method for Separated Flow

grows steadily along the chord and does so par- A viscous-inviscld interaction method is used. It
ticularly rapidly near and beyond seperation
(Fig 20). This leads to a rapid increase in H differs from the type that is successful in

(Fig 21) over the rear part of the chord because e treat1ng attached flow, for which it has been
(Fig 16) varies comparatively slowly aft of shown that the effects of viscosicy can be esti-
separation e mated by coupling a solution of the outer inviscid

flow with a direct solution for the boundary

The wake has been divided into upper and lower layers and wakes associated with an aerofoil. For

parts by estimating the position of the mean a direct solution of the boundary layer, the

streamline separating the flows that have passed pressure distribution is specified and the displa-
cement thickness (among other quantities) is

above and below the wing. This was done by con- calut the bou ayer appres
Ssidering the esas flux into and within the lower calculated. As the boundary layer approaches

sideingthe essfluxint andwitin te lwer separation the equations describing it become

and thinner part of the wake on the assueption stiff
1 0 

in the sense that a small change in

that the man flow was two-dimnsional.

Diensionless velocity profiles for both parts of pressure distribution leads to a large change in

the wake, similar to tbose given in Fig 4 for the displacement thickness. This stiffness leads to

wing boundary layer, are shown in Figs 8 and 9. numerical problem in the integration of the

Dimensionless velocities at the edges of the wake equations, thus limiting the approach described in
and on its internal dividing streamline are giLven Ref 1 to attached flows. If the boundary-layer
In Fig v. equations are solved In inverse for - Is the

pressure distribution is calculated from, say, the

It can be seen from Fig 10 that there is displaceent thickness, then close to separation

pressure recovery in the near wake, to slightly the equations are no longer stiff end integration

beyond the value in the undisturbed stream. The of the equations presents no numerical dif-
velocities on the dividing streamline at stations ficulties. An integral formulation of an inverse

close to the wing are scattered and unreliable turbulent-boundary layer method is given by last

Ii __ _ _
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et a1
1 1 

and is derived from the direct lag- where K* is the curvature of the displacement sur-
entrainment method given by Green at all

2
: an face and 8 is the momentum thickness of the boun-

extension of this inverse method is used in the dary layer. Thus the pressure calculated in the
present calculation. EIF has to be corrected before comparison with

experimental values.

The inverse solution of the boundary layer
equations is matched to a direct calculation of In the wake similar boundary conditions apply on a

the inviscid flow by a sli-inverse scheme of the convenient line dividing the flows from the upper
sort described by Carter and Le Balleur

1 . 
A and lower surfaces of the aerofoil. It is helpful

full description of the method is given in Refs 2 In soye ways to regard this line as a vortex

and 15, but an outline of the method is given in sheet in the EIF and refer to it as such. The

the following sections. First a description of displacement effect of the wake is given by a jump
the boundary conditions and the calculations for AW, in the component of velocity normal to the

the outer inviscid flow is given. This is wake, which by analogy with equation (1) is given
followed by a description of the boundary layer by

equations including some second order term and AW- - 1 d 5*w3
the modifications needed for separated flow. i -ds iw iw t

Finally a description of the seui-inverse scheme Oiw

and a relaxation formula derived from a stability where suffix t denotes the total for the wake
analysis arQ presented, and - denotes man values.

6.1 Boundary Conditions for the Outer Inviscid The pressure variations across the wake in the RVF
Flow and EIF are different. The flows outside the wake

are matched by placing a vortex sheet in the wake
Ref 1 describes the matching of flows including in the case of the EIF. By integrating the dif-
the effects of higher-order terms; these term ference forms of the normal momentum equation for

become more important in separating end separated the ElF and RVF across the wake, the pressure dif-
flow. In the matched solution it is assumed that ference across the vortex sheet is found to be:

the flow field can be split into two regions; an &i
inner region described by the Navier-Stokes i Piu - Pil

equations (or some approximation of these
equations) and an outer region described by the X ; 2 (6* +8) (4)
Euler equations, which for irrotational - IV iw t t

incompressible flow are approximated by Laplace's where " denotes man values and Kw is the cur-
equation. If an integral formulation is used to vature of the dividing streamline.
describe the development of the boundary layer

then it is most convenient to match the inner and 6.2 Outer Calculation: Equivalent Inviscid Flow
outer solutions on the aerofoil surface and some

convenient line in the waka: the definition of the Although the matching scheme will allow solutions
inviscid flow is extended through the boundary for compressible flow, for the present low-speed
lAyer and wake jo this matching line. Following calculations about a NACA 4412 aerofoil the outer
Lock and Firmin the new inviscid flow is called flow is assumsd to be incompressible and irrota-

the equivalent loviscid flow (is F) whilst the name tional and is given by a solution of Laplace's
real viscous flow (RVy) its reserved for the phys equation. The outer-flow problem is now linear
cal flow. The boundary conditions for the RIF are and a solution of the ElF is obtained without
obtained by differencing continuity and momentum iteration. Through Green's third identity the

equations for the R F and RVF, (the 'deficit solution of Laplace's equation can be expressed as
formlatio') and are summarised in Fig 12. The a combination of fundamental solutions distributed
transpiration velocity Wiw is given exactly by on the surface of the aerofoil. In two dimensions
differencing the continuity equation for the RVF the fundamental solutions are taken as sources and
and ElF, then integrating the difference across vortices and are approximated by piecewise con-

the shear layer, to give tinuous functions defined on the N sides of a

- d i e) (1) polygon inscribed in the aerofoil (see Fig 13). 16A
W(-iw U~w a-) numerically stable scheme, developed by Newlingiw has the source distribution as constant on each

ith
8  

-~a n panel and the vorticity varying linearly. The
* o~ ~ (oiUi - dn and as particular mix of sources and vortices is chosen

u ice so that the singularity densities on opposite

distance along and perpendicular to the surface, panels on the upper and lower surface are equal.

where suffices I and v Indicate the equivalent The number of unknowns is N+1 of which N are

inviscid flow and ctnditiods at the surface of the detrenned by satisfying a unnn boundary con-
nerofoil respactsvely. Other symbols take the dlton at the contre of each panel, that the nor-

usual meaning, U, W as velocity along a and n, p mal velocity should be given by equation (1). The

as density and 8* as a displacement thickness, final unknown is the strength of the vorticity at

the trailing edge and smooth flow at the trailing
By neglecting smell terms in the integrated form edge is obtained by setting the vorticity on the
of the difference of the norml momentum equation aerofoil at the trailing edge equal to the vor-
for the RIF and RW, a simple numerical approxime- ticity obtained by approaching the trailing edge

tion for the differenc, in wail pressure between from upstream through the wake: the value is

the BIP and a" is derived as : obtained from equation (4).

.. 2 *(S 
+ 

8*) (2) The shape of the streamline in the ElF from the

0w i1 trailing edge is calculated by an interactive pro-
cae. An initial guess at the shape of the

i i -

m imlml mllmmm m ( m 4mmmml m m mmm 
ram

lmm m m N I
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streamline is split into panels and, by sweeping where c is the skin friction coefficient in
down the wake, each panel is progressively aligned equillibfu flow in zero pressure gradient and A

with the local flow direction. In the wake the is a scaling factor on the dissipation length.

boundary conditions for the IF are represented by The suffix EQ denotes equilibrium conditions and

constant source panels along the dividing EQ equilibrium in the absence of secondary
streamline for the displacement effect and influences on turbulence structure.

linearly varying vorticity for the curvature Velocity Equation

effects. The strengths of the sources and vor- dU dH2 d111
tices are derived from equations (3) and (4) (H+I)D 2___- 1 - S + 11 1

respectively. In the present method it has not iv dH dycq[11+ M H -H

been possible to obtain converged solutions with a 1 2
representation of the curvature effects In the -C£i.1 3

2
)

wake, so all the calculations reported have the

vorticity in the wake set to zero. The extraneous influences on the turbulence struc-
ture are contained in the scaling factor A in the

6.3 Inner Calculation* Shear Layer lag equation and the most important influence in
this context is the effect of longitudinal cur-

A set of integral equations for calculating the vature on turbulence structure for which X is set
development of a turbulent boundary layer is given to I + 0R (l+ )/5. RI is the 'tichardson num-

by Lock
1
. These equations use a normalised ber' for wAich an average value through an equili-

transpiration velocity S - l1PIwjwd/ds(piwUi
w

8e) brium boundary layer is given approximately by
s independent variable as opposed to the displa-

cement thickness used by East et &1
11
. Both 2H Il

integral formlations require a correlation Ri = y +H1)( - + 0.3) I

between the shape factors H
f s Udn and H I f6

H _-- 1 d a d B is taken from Ref 12 as 7 on a convex wall and
iv V iv i W iv 4. on a concave wall while R is the radius of

In the integrals above, the upper limit 6 is the longitudinal curvature.

true edge of the boundary layer, not where
U - 0.995U as in the presentation of the experi- The method is completed by the specification of a

mental resSlts in earlier Sections. correlation between H and H which can be derived
from velocity profiles. For the calculation of

The now set of equations based on S permits the separated flow velocity profiles must contain
use of a correlation which has a minimam close to soae reverse flow. The two parameter low speed 1

separation and which consequently accords more velocity-profile family of Le Balleur and Lock
closely with experimental measurements of provides a suitable profile and is represented

separating flow. The new equations ale?7include by the formula

higher order term as proposed by Weeks 
.  

The
four equations are given below. U

Streamwise Momentum Integral Esuation 
Ue 1 2

d cf + 2) dUiw d 2 where n - y/6 and F(n) takes the form_.. . 2 ._ .__ 2 .- (P U fe}
W -Uiw do ii~ W i I F(n) = O if 0 4 n 4 A*,

F(n) = f(.!.- )-n  if n* C n < ,

where cf is the skin-friction coefficient, M is 1)- n i

the local Mach number; f embodies the second order and ne is zero for attached flows but defined

terms as f - KC(S+S*)/20 - (I/e)CT/CrEQ with I s empirically for separated flows. Lock found that

the Reynolds normal stress integral (
5
r(u

2 - 
w
2
)/ a close fit to experimental profiles is obtainedif f is taken as Coles' wake function, so that

U
2 

ldn, C the shear stress coefficient and CT f() - 4(1+coswV)

III value
t
in equilibrium conditions. The equaton where C -

can be reduced to standard form by defining These profiles can be used to determine a rela-

f- 7 -..I (oU2 f) tionship betwej H and H, which is illustrated in

cf O 1i i iw i Fig 14. Green _has argued that the 'transformed'

o°V U iw shape parameter H might be regarded as the equiva-

Entrainment Equation lent in compressible flows of the parameter H at
low speeds, thus this (H, HI) relationship can be

used for compressible flows.

6.4 Viscous-inviscid Matching

where C, is the entroinment coefficient and

D - - H dHl/d ! + (HE.2dH /dN
2

/5" A flow diagram for the semi-inverse method of
I 1 matching the inner and outer flows Is given in Fig

Lag-entrstnmnt Equation 15. An initial estimate of the normalised
-e ntranspiration velocity S is used in an inverse

ej c fo 2cI) + (_A_ dU w calculation of the boundary layer to give an eati-
od E c o mete of the velocity distribution UV in the EIF.

I'o I+! Q The same estimate is also used as a'IWundary con-

2 dition in the direlt inviscid method to yield
do -[IO.2 another estimate U' of the velocity in the 1l.

Uiw d2) The difference bet~en the two estimates of the

II

If!
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velocity, U - U I is used to correct the nor- curvature has been included but the second order

malised transpiration velocity and the two effects of flow curvature and Reynolds normal
simultaneous calculations are repeated. A stabi- stress have not. Calculations with the same

lity anal i~lof a linearised form of the increase in momentum thickness at the upper our-

equations - which examines the growth of face trip are repeated for angles of incidence

errors in the normalised transpiration velocity between 0* and 14.5s: the lift coefficients are
and streamwise velocity expressed as Fourier modes compared with experimental and inviscid values in

yields a correction formula for S. Fig 17. Up to an incidence of 12.15. there is

$Be [ dU di 1 However the theoretical results extend beyond the
AS - T lug- d I range of experimental values and indicate a

LUiw U iw decrease in the lift coefficient as the separation

point moves towards the leading edge.
which proves useful in the full non-linear The calculated and measured pressure distributions
problem. The factor BBe/(O+BOw/Ax) can be viewed at an angle of incidence of 12.15* are compared in

as a relaxation factor which varies throughout Fig 18. The interaction calculation was run for
the field of calculation and depends upon 200 iterations so that it is fully converged in

8 - /(1-M ), Ax the panel length in the inviscid terms of lift coefficient. The two pressure

calculation and B - (1+I)D dH/dH , ie quantities distributions are similar except that the experi-

from the boundary layer. ment indicates slightly lower pressures in two
regions: from 0.05 4 x/c < 0.4 on the upper sur-

6.5 Outline of the Application of the Method face and on the aft parts of both surfaces. In

the latter case the shape of the predicted
The method must be given the aerofoil ordinates, pressure distribution is, however, correct in the

the Reynolds number, Mach number and angle of main and the differences in level may be ascribed

incidence. Then the laminar portion of the boun- to differences between the measured and predicted
dary layer is calculated by a25ompressible version separation positions. Using the experimentally-

of the method due to Thwaites . The computer supported criterion (Section 5) that a shape para-

program allows for three different types of tran- meter of four identifies the point of separation

sition to a turbulent boundary layer. Natural (is the first appearance of reversed flow in the

transition predicted by Granville's time-mean velocity profile), then separation in
correlation . If the laminar boundary layer the experiment occurs just ahead of x/c - 0.80
separates before natural transition has been pre- whilst in the calculation it occurs just ahead of

dicted then the development of the laminar separa- x/c - 0.90.

tion bubble is calcullled by Horton's

semi-empirical method . Transition can also be There are several possible explanations for the

fixed at a specified point as long as neither of differences between theory and experiment: the
the other criteria has been satisfied upstream. change in momentum thickness at the transition

trip could be incorrect; the tunnel interference

Downstream of transition the development of the induces a camber in the flow; the three-

boundary layer and wake are calculated by the dimensional nature of the flow in the wind tunnel,

inverse method described in Section 6.3. and perhaps its slight unsteadiness, might be

equivalent to a change in the effective incidence
7 Comparison Between Theory and Experiment of the model; or there may be significant defi-

ciencies in the shear layer calculations such as
Calculations of the flow about a MACA 4412 aero- the omission of normal stress terms. The impor-

foil are compared with the experimental results at tance of the first three of these possibilities

a Reynolds number of 4.17 x 106 and a Mach number has been checked by appropriate calculations.
of 0.18. In the theoretical calculation the tran-

sition from laminar to turbulent boundary layer is Increasing the momentum thickness at the trip by
fixed at x/c - 0.014 and 0.110 on the upper and 0.0003 m instead of 0.0002 m moves the separation
lower surfaces respectively, which correspond to point forward to x/c - 0.82 but the lift coef-

the downstream ends of the transition trips used ficient falls to 1.38 which is some 6% below the

in the experiment. The theoretical method does experimental value.
not implicitly contain an estimate of the change

in the state of the boundary layer as it passes Using Fig 1, the flow curvature and inclination
over the trip, but this can be simulated by induced by tunnel interference have been coun-

increasing the momentum thickness at the trip on teracted by adding an opposing camber to the aero-

the upper surface: at an angle of incidence of foil and slightly increasing its incidence. The

12.15%, which corresponds approximately to the pressure distribution about the distorted aerofoil

maximum lift coefficient for the aerofoil in the at the corrected incidence has been compared with
experimental tests, an increase in the momentum the uncorrected pressure distribution. Separation

thickness of the boundary layer of 0.0002 a at moved forward to x/c - 0.86 and the consequent
x/c - 0.014 on the upper surface leads to reaso- reductions in pressure near the trailing edge

nable agreement with the momentum thickness contributed to a slight (1.4%) increase in lift
measured at x/c - 0.2 and 0.4 as indicated in Fig coefficient, but there was no noticeable improve-

16. On the lower surface there is no increase in sent in the pressure distribution closer to the

momentum thickness at the trip but the calculated leading edge.
value of 0.0008 a compares quite well with the
measured value of O.O0064 a. at the trailing A calculation at an angle of incidence of 13.5"

edge. (without an induced camber correction) gave such

closer agreement with the experimental pressure
In the calculation of the turbulent boundary layer distribution as shown in Fig 19. The point of
the effect on turbulence structure of longitudinal
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Fig 12 Boundary conditions and corrections for EIF
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Fig 6 Dimensionless shear stress
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Fig 1
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TABLE 2

BOUNDARY LAYER CHARACTERISTICS

/ I I
x/c (C)

p(C p)Wall Re 9 N e/c R (C,) (Cf (/Es
MtY/t0.995) 1 e Max ta

(Up per Surface)

0.20 -1.875 0.0085 1.54 0.00119 8455 - 0.00190 0.021

0.40 -1.160 0.0141 1.59 0.00210 12920 - 0.00155 5 -

0.59 -0.5863 0.022 - - - 0.0041 (75±15)x10 0.027
*0.66 -0.4192 0.0286 2.64 0.00439 21755 0.0077 (22±8)x1O - 0.036

0.74 -0.2943 0.0420 3.11 0.00618 29450 - (6±2)xI10" -

0.78 -0.2539 0:0490 3.63 0.00674 31560) 0.0078 (3± l)10
-  

0.053

0.80 -0.2418 0.054 - - - 10.0077 - -

'0.82 -0.2311 0.0600 4.71 0.00683 303501 - - 0.082

0.85 -0.2230 0.0650 4.97 I 0.00753 344301 0.0079 - 0.104

0.92 -0.2145 0.0814 6.67 1 0.00786 1351651 0.0070 - 0.143

0.95 -0.2100 0.0935 8.13I 0.00757 , 339851 - - I
0.997 -0.190 0.1077 8.72 0.00821 1 358401 0.0062 - 0.184

(Lower Surace)

0.997 -0.140 0.0078 1.275 
6 3 6 2 6 9

0 f) 0.00395 -

*Zarly LDA Profile Data

TABLE 3

WAKE CHARACTERISTICS

a/c H 0 /c zfc U/U
x/c Ue/U - (U/Ue=O.. 995) 1 

/ /

(above dividing streamline) (on dividing streamline)

1.003 1.088 0.1085 8.701 0.00842 -0.00130 0.417

1.015 1.089 0.1075 9.321 0.007891 -0.00131 1 0.160

1.0501 1.067 1 0.1014 7.651 0.008671 +0.00537 I 0.170

1.0761 1.040 1 0.1052 1 5.961 0.01029I 0.0102 0.385

1.2001 0.993 1 0.0935 1 2.181 0.013991 0.0352 0.436 1

1.350 10.990 0.0960 11.371 0.010921 0.0633 1 0.631

(below dividing streamline)

1.003 1.068 0.0105 1.57 0.00093

1.015 1.073 0.0086 2.44 0.00108
1.050 1.061 0.0152 2.33 0.00159

1.076 1.035 0.0156 1.74 0.00174

1.200 0.961 0.0580 1.50 0.00547

1.350 0.962 0.0665 1.31 0.007561
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Fig 15
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Fig 17
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Fig 2 1
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